Dear WFCP members,

We are delighted to inform you of our recent activities and progress in organizing the WFCP World Congress 2014.

**WFCP World Congress 2014 Official Logo**

According to the result of Board members’ votes on the 4 preselected Logos of WFCP World Congress 2014, the Organizing Committee is now releasing the official Logo. Thank you for your vote and suggestion! Please check Attachment 1 for the final version.

**Youth Forum**

WFCP Congress 2014 Organizing Committee has planned a preliminary schedule for Youth Forum. Please check Attachment 2 for details. To hear the voices of the young students from each part of the world and achieve the best results of the Forum, the Organizing Committee hopes each board member could sponsor and send a youth to China. CEAIE is currently seeking funding to cover the cost of participants in China. We welcome your input and ideas!

**Tentative Topics of Congress Sessions/Workshops/Meetings**

A total of 8 tentative topics of sessions/workshops and 4 Bilateral/Regional meetings have been formed for your consideration. Each board member is expected to lead and organize at least one session below. Please let us know your suggestion and interest by
March 25th!

Workshops/Sessions
1. Vocational Education Development Trend
2. Applied Research
3. Workforce Development
4. Partnership with Industry
5. Leadership Training
6. International Cooperation
7. Green Skills and Sustainable Readiness for Career Development

Bilateral/Regional Meetings
1. China-US
2. China-EU
3. China-ASEAN
4. China-Africa
5. Others

Visit to ASEAN countries
Mr. ZONG Wa and Ms. LI Yang visited the Philippines, Brunei and Indonesia from Feb. 10th to 19th. On this trip, CEAIE has established initial partnerships with SEAMEO VOCTECH and SEAMEO INNOTECH and promoted WFCP and the WFCP World Congress 2014 to both organizations. CEAIE has encouraged SEAMEO VOCTECH to join the WFCP and our World Congress 2014 in Beijing. CEAIE will continue its efforts to inviting participants from Asia to the Congress.
Hotel Reservation

To facilitate you in reserving a variety of rooms at different rates and at varying amenities that satisfy you, we provide the following hotel information for your reference. Please check the following hotels for your consideration and note that prices are subject to change. Attachment 3 is a map of the hotels below.

1. **Intercontinental Beijing Beichen** (★★★★★) ¥1500- ¥2100/night
   
   To CNCC: 0.4km
   

2. **V-Continent Beijing Parkview Wuzhou Hotel** (★★★★★) ¥1100- ¥1550/night
   
   To CNCC: 2.4km
   

3. **China National Convention Center Grand Hotel** (★★★★) ¥1288- ¥2788/night
   
   To CNCC: 0.15km
   
   **China National Convention Center Grand Hotel**

4. **Beijing North Star Continental Grand Hotel** (★★★) ¥800- ¥1800/night
   
   To CNCC: 2.3km
   

5. **Best Western OL Stadium Hotel Beijing** (★★★★) ¥800- ¥1880/night
   
   To CNCC: 2.1km
   
   [www.bwolympichotelbj.com](http://www.bwolympichotelbj.com)

6. **Holiday Inn Express** (★★★/★★★★) ¥600- ¥1200/night
   
   To CNCC: 3km
   

7. **Comfort Suites Yayuncun** (★★★★/★★★★★) ¥1200- ¥1600/night
   
   To CNCC: 2.2km
8. Ramada Hotel Beijing  （★★/★★★★）¥500-¥1200/night
   To CNCC: 2.2km

9. Marco Polo Parkside Beijing  （★★★★★）¥1100-¥3200/night
   To CNCC: 2.8km
   http://www.marcopolohotels.com/zh/index.html

10. Celebrity International Grand Hotel  （★★★★★）¥800-¥2000/night
    To CNCC: 2.2km
    http://www.bjingrenhotel.com/

Call for Exhibitors

TVET China 2014 Exhibition comprises of Expo, EDU B2B and Skill Shows. Chinese vocational and technical colleges have reserved almost half of the booths/spaces! Please check Attachment 4 for the official exhibition brochure. To reserve booths and spaces, please contact Mr. Harden Dang of Show Management Office at HD@fairlink.com.cn.

Sincerely,

WFCP Congress 2014 Organizing Committee

China Education Association for International Exchange (CEAIE) www.ceaie.edu.cn
Yifu Conference Center, No. 160 Fuxingmen Nei Dajie, Beijing 100031, China
wfcp2014@ceaie.edu.cn